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Linear LED's

Horizon Mini

Horizon

Streamline

HORIZON MINI offers a wide range of optics to provide incomparable control
of light. HORIZON MINI flexibility of installation with multiple mounting options
available makes it a perfect answer for your needs in general lighting,
highlighting, surface grazing, and many other applications.

HORIZON offers a wide range of optics, reaching up to 20 feet long throw
with narrow optics, to provide incomparable control of light. HORIZON
flexibility of installation with multiple mounting options available makes it a
perfect answer to the specific needs of commercial, institutional and private
spaces.

STREAMLINE offers a Wide range of optics to provide incomparable control
of light, reaching up to 20 feet long throw with narrow optics, perfect for wall-
washing large canvas, and available in 2 dedicated light distributions to meet
your specific needs.
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Linear LED's

Curvable Linear LED's

Nixe

Proxi

Streamline

NIXE linear LED luminaire is one of the smallest on the market, measuring only
3/8 inch – barely the width of a fountain pen. It integrates perfectly into its
environment and its design, without any apparent trims or edges, makes it
become almost invisible. This benefits aesthetic as well as functional values,
keeping the surface even and diffusing light without interruption.

PROXI is the latest addition to our award winning small form linear LED family.
PROXI was designed to offer outstanding light performance and distribution in
an almost invisible millwork detail.

FLOW COVE, specifically designed for cove lighting, offers multiple mounting
options for an easy installition. Also avalible in flex model to fit curved walls.
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Adujustable Linear LED

N

Horizon Flex

Horizon Mini Flex

HORIZON MINI offers a wide range of optics to provide incomparable control
of light. HORIZON MINI flexibility of installation with multiple mounting options
available makes it a perfect answer for your needs in general lighting,
highlighting, surface grazing, and many other applications.

HORIZON FLEX offers a wide range of optics, reaching up to 20 feet long
throw with narrow optics, to provide incomparable control of light. HORIZON
FLEX allows you on-site curving flexibility of installation which makes it a
perfect answer to the specific needs of commercial, institutional and private
spaces.

HORIZON MINI FLEX offers a wide range of optics to provide incomparable
control of light. HORIZON MINI FLEX flexibility of installation with multiple
mounting options available makes it a perfect answer for your needs in
general lighting, highlighting, surface grazing, and many other applications.
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Adjustable Linear LED's

Track Light System

Horizon Contour

Edge

Lifeline Surface

HORIZON CONTOUR offers a wide range of optics, reaching up to 20 feet
long throw with narrow optics, to provide incomparable control of light. It can
be used to reinterpret its environment with surface grazing on textured walls.

EDGE is an adjustable linear luminaire primarily used for vaulted surfaces. Its
distinctive pivoting mechanism was developed to improve lighting control in
atypical environments. A simple movement allows you to align, by directing all
light beams together, your light perfectly perpendicular to the floor.

LIFELINE SURFACE is a refined and minimalist track lighting system that can
accommodate three luminaires specially designed for it, PIXIS, PIXIS FIVE and
MILI. LIFELINE SURFACE track system encompasses near invisible
integration, ingenious connectivity and a simplified installation.
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Adjustable Linear LED

Pixis Lifeline

Pixis Five Lifeline

Mili Lifeline

PIXIS™ LIFELINE model for track lighting, demonstrates once again its great
versatility and easy-to-use features. Compact in design but big in light, it
provides precise focus illumination in many merchandising applications.
PIXIS™ LIFELINE creates accent illumination in millwork application for shelf
lighting and comes alone or together with the miniature asymmetric LED linear
MILI LIFELINE.

PIXIS™ FIVE LIFELINE creates accent illumination in residential, retails or
museums environments and comes alone or together with the mini spot
PIXIS™ LIFELINE or the miniature asymmetric linear MILI LIFELINE.
Powerful and flexible, PIXIS™ FIVE LIFELINE simply connect and pivot
anywhere along LIFELINE and can be repositioned unrestrictedly thereby
creating and recreating personalized ambiances as you please.

MILI LIFELINE minimalistic design lessens its presence thereby making light its
foremost aspect. With 3 asymmetric light distribution options, uniform
luminance, and miniaturized dimensions, MILI LIFELINE revolutionizes
illumination.
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Light Bridge

Power Supply

Adena Square

Adena Round

Light Manager

ADENA SQUARE™. Today’s reference in case lighting. PATENTED and
designed to be the quietest light bridge in the world, ADENA SQUARE™
perfectly conceals its light and totally eliminates undesirable glare. ADENA
SQUARE™ is also uncompromising on light distribution. Its light floods the
entire usable space in a display case, assuring generous coverage even when
products are set onto elevating accessories, such as neckforms and risers.

ADENA ROUND™. Today’s reference in case lighting. PATENTED and
designed to be the quietest light bridge in the world, ADENA ROUND™
perfectly conceals its light and totally eliminates undesirable glare. ADENA
ROUND™ is also uncompromising on light distribution. Its light floods the
entire usable space in a display case, assuring generous coverage even when
products are set onto elevating accessories, such as neck forms and risers.

The LIGHT MANAGER is a remotely-operated, premium, advanced power
supply for architectural LED lighting systems with unique features. It is
available in two constant voltage models: 24V.100W and 12V.60W with native
0-10V dimming to 1% and OFF with options to support DALI and Lutron’s
Ecosystem.
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